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ABSTRACT
An evaluation was conducted to compare four TTS systems for
Dutch with respect to intelligibility and acceptability, as a
follow-up to an evaluation study conducted in 1997.
Intelligibility was measured by the ability of listeners to write
down correctly semantically unpredicatable sentences.
Acceptability was tested in two ways: by asking listeners for
subjective judgments on a number of semantic scales for
individual TTS systems, and by asking for preference judgments
in a pairwise comparison. For the acceptability tests a weather
forecast and an e-mail text were used as test materials. It was
found that the system giving best intelligibility performed worst
in the acceptability tests. It was concluded that subjective
acceptability is not a simple consequence of intelligibility, and
that a distinction needs to be made between the esthetic and
functional dimensions of synthetic speech. In comparing the
results of the current study with those of the evaluation study
conducted in 1997, it appeared fair to conclude that at least two
systems are available for Dutch which constitute a substantial
improvement over last year’s state of the art, although it is
evident from the results that many aspects are still in need of
improvement.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports a follow-up to an evaluation study which was
conducted in 1997, in which several systems for Dutch speech
synthesis were compared [1]. The reason to conduct a new
evaluation study was that several new systems had become
available for Dutch since the last study which –
impressionistically – provided a substantial step forward
towards achieving high-quality synthesis.

Most current voice response services employ concatenation
techniques with units at least the size of words or phrases. These
techniques provide nearly  natural speech quality, but the
drawback is their low flexibility because of their dependence on
pre-recorded speech items. Therefore, companies are turning
towards text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) as a solution. Since TTS
systems accept unconstrained input, they provide high

flexibility, but the gain in flexibility is at the expense of speech
quality.

Applications involving high exposure rates for highly motivated
groups of users such as the visualy impaired may do with
relatively poor speech synthesis quality, since the users learn to
understand the speech through frequent exposure [2]. If the
context of use does not allow the provider of the service to make
assumptions about exposure rate and motivation, and hardly any
learning may be assumed to occur across successive occasions,
the speech quality should be much higher, in fact so high that
understanding is almost immediate and takes hardly any effort.
The latter context of use occurs with applications which are
intended for the general audience such as public information
services. Thus, before launching such a publicly available
service, it is necessary that we first assess whether the
performance of current TTS-systems in terms of intelligibility
and acceptability is sufficient for applications where users may
not be assumed to have any prior exposure to synthetic speech.

Since providers of such applications have a strong need for up-
to-date information about the performance of state-of-the-art
speech synthesis systems, it was decided to conduct a new
evaluation study to compare the currently available systems for
Dutch and get more objective data on their relative performance.
The current study concerned four diphone-based Dutch TTS
systems, representing the state-of-the-art for text-to-speech
conversion for Dutch. Three systems exploit waveform-based
OLA techniques (either PSOLA or MBROLA), and one system
exploits a parameter-based LPC synthesis technique. We will
identify them as PSOLA1, MBROLA1, MBROLA2, and LPC1,
respectively.

In last year’s study, two different aspects of speech quality were
evaluated: intelligibility and acceptability. An interesting
discrepancy was obtained between these two types of test: the
system scoring highest for intelligibility scored lowest for
acceptability. Although this makes the task of choosing a
particular system more difficult for service providers, it makes
clear that only conducting an intelligibility test to compare
systems may not provide all the relevant information concerning
the usability of particular systems. For that reason, both issues
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were addressed again in this year’s study.

2. METHOD

Two types of tests were conducted:
a•  Acceptability tests in which listeners representing potential

customers were asked to make subjective judgments
concerning the acceptability of the synthetic speech for two
short texts (weather forecast and e-mail).
 Acceptability was investigated in two different ways:
subjects rated the acceptability of each individual system on
a number of semantic scales, in accordance with ITU-T
Recommendations [3](see below); in addition, they gave
preference judgments for systems presented pairwise.

b•  An intelligibility test in which subjects wrote down
semantically unpredictable utterances containing all Dutch
vowels, consonants and clusters of two consonants, in
accordance with SAM recommendations [4].

Acceptability was measured by collecting subjective judgements
on the following eleven five-point scales:

1. general quality
2. ease of comprehension
3. comprehension problems for individual

words
4. intelligibility
5. pronunciation/occurrence of deviating

speech sounds
6. speaking rate
7. voice pleasantness
8. naturalness
9. liveliness
10. friendliness
11. politeness

Items 1 - 6 are in agreement with the ITU-standards [3]. In the
ITU-standards voice pleasantness is just one item, but in our test
it was split up in five items (7 - 11).

Subjects
Forty-eight subjects participated in the experiment. They
represented potential customers of public information systems.
Their ages ranged between 20 and 65 years, and all had higher
education. There were no reported hearing problems. They were
paid for participation.

Materials
The materials for the acceptability tests consisted of two texts: a
weather forecast and an E-mail text. These text genres were
chosen because they were considered representative for the kind
of texts that applications intended for the general audience will
have to deal with. For each text a short and a somewhat longer
version were available. The short ones were used for the
pairwise comparison, while the longer ones were used for the
quality judgments. Approximate English translations, meant to
give an impression of length, content, and complexity, are
included in the Appendix.

For the intelligibility tests, thirty semantically unpredictable
sentences were generated automatically in accordance with
SAM recommendations [4], representing five different syntactic

structures, as shown below. The content words are taken
randomly from high-frequency mono-syllabic lists of words for
the different parts of speech:

1. Declarative Det Noun V-intrans Prep Det Adj Noun
The chair walks through a nice house

2. Declarative Det Adj Noun V-trans Det Noun
A warm bone drinks the day

3. Imperative V-trans Adv Det Noun Conj Det Noun
Eat often the book and the pen

4. WH-
question

Q-Adv V-trans Det Noun Det Adj Noun

How eats the word a fast glass
5. Declarative Det Noun V-trans Det Noun Rel-pron V-intrans

The floor closed the fish that walked

Systems
All systems employed diphone concatenation. Three systems
used waveform-based OLA techniques (either PSOLA or
MBROLA), and one system exploited a parameter-based LPC
synthesis technique. We will identify them as PSOLA1,
MBROLA1, MBROLA2, and LPC1, respectively. PSOLA1 and
LPC1 were also included in last year’s evaluation, MBROLA1
and MBROLA2 were new systems.
• PSOLA1 was improved in a number of respects: it contained

revised modules for pitch and duration control, used a new
diphone database, taken from a female speaker, and used a
phase synthesis signal processing technique.

• LPC1 was identical to the system included in last year’s
evaluation. It contains a male voice. The version of the
system that was tested in this study is not the most recent
one from that supplier, but the newer version was not
available to the authors at the time the speech materials for
the tests were produced.

• MBROLA1 and MBROLA2 employ the same diphone
database taken from a male speaker, but use different
linguistic and prosodic modules.

The speech materials were produced with the settings defined by
the developers, i.e., differences in pitch and speaking rate
between systems were left intact. The systems that were
provided contain 8 kHz or 16 kHz diphone databases (for
PSOLA1 an 8 kHz database was generated for the purpose of
this test). Since telecommunication services have a restricted
bandwidth, the synthetic speech was amplified and fed to a
normal telephone receiver via the IRS system which simulates
the transmission characteristics of a normal telephone
(bandwidth 300-3400 Hz).

Procedure
Subjects received instructions providing information about the
aim, background and set-up of the test. The actual test consisted
of four parts: (a) a warming-up practice in which subjects
judged the quality of the e-mail message and the weather
forecast; (b) subjective judgments of quality for individual
systems with spoken texts; (c) preference judgments for texts
presented pairwise; (d) intelligibility testing for semantically
unpredictable sentences.

In the quality judgment part, subjects judged the long versions
of the e-mail and the weather forecast in two different speech



versions, i.e., individual subjects did not judge the e-mail
message and the weather forecast for all different systems.
Subjects did not judge the same systems in the practice part and
in the quality test. Across subjects, each system was judged
equally often. Repeated presentation of the same text may be
expected to result in higher intelligibility, which in turn may
lead to a more positive attitude towards systems which are to be
judged later. In order to control confounding from such order
effects, the order of presentation was counterbalanced according
to a Graeco-Latin square across subjects.

In the preference judgment part, subjects made pairwise
comparisons of the short versions of each text. Again, a graeco-
latin design was applied to ensure that all possible orders of
versions were presented equally often across subjects, and to
avoid confounding with order effects.

In the intelligibility test, subjects started with three practice
utterances to get used to the task, and subsequently the 30 test
sentences were presented one by one. Each individual subject
was presented with the utterances generated by one system only,
so that any particular utterance for a particular system was
presented to twelve listeners.

3. RESULTS

Factorial analyses of variance, carried out on each of the 11

subjective scales involved, never showed a significant effect of
the factor ‘text’ or the interaction ‘system × text’. That is why
we focussed on the factor ‘system’ by carrying out oneway
analyses of variance on the scores on each of the 11 scales,
pooled over ‘texts’; these analyses were complemented by
Tukey post-hoc comparisons in order to find out which systems
differed in the subjective scores. In Table 1 we present
summaries of these analyses.

In general the scores for system ‘PSOLA1’ are somewhat higher
than those for the other systems, although its score was never
significantly different from the one for system ‘MBROLA2’.
For ‘speaking rate’, both extremes of the scale represent
negative judgments, and the middle of the scale (‘3’) might be
assumed to represent an optimum. Also in this respect, PSOLA1
and MBROLA2 are judged most acceptable, since their scores
are closest to the middle of the scale, i.e., the value representing
optimal speaking rate. MBROLA1 is judged somewhat too fast,
and LPC1 is judged too slow.

The scale ‘general quality’ represents a general impression
which might be assumed to be a composite of the scores for
some or all of the other scales; therefore, we present the scores
on this scale for the weather forecast and E-mail texts separately
in Table 2.

Sig PSOLA1 LPC1 MBROLA
1

MBROLA
2

Homogeneous sets

General quality
(low-high)

* 3.16 2.20 3.03 3.14 (PSOLA1+MBROLA1
+MBROLA2)

Ease of comprehension
(low-high)

* 3.78 3.05 3.50 3.79 (PSOLA1+MBROLA1
+MBROLA2)

Difficult comprehension of separate
words (often-never)

* 3.70 3.20 3.46 3.87 (PSOLA1+MBROLA2)

Intelligibility of the system
(low-high)

* 3.24 2.50 3.21 3.29 (PSOLA1+MBROLA1
+MBROLA2)

Occurrence of deviating speech sounds
(often-never)

* 3.46 2.94 2.96 3.50 (PSOLA1+MBROLA2)
(LPC1+MBROLA1)

Speaking rate
(too fast - too slow)

* 2.87 3.45 2.69 2.81 (PSOLA1+MBROLA1
+MBROLA2)

Pleasantness of speaker
(low-high)

* 3.27 2.14 2.39 3.10 (PSOLA1+MBROLA2)

Naturalness of speaker
(low-high)

* 2.94 1.77 2.19 2.69 (PSOLA1+MBROLA2)
(LPC1+MBROLA1)

Liveliness of  Speaker
(low-high)

* 3.23 2.12 2.53 2.79 (PSOLA1+MBROLA2)

Friendliness of speaker
(low-high)

ns 3.62 3.26 3.50 3.52 ----

Politeness of Speaker
(low-high)

ns 3.81 3.43 3.65 3.69 ----

Table 1: Summary of the results of oneway analyses of variance carried out on each of the eleven five-point subjective scales.
The degrees of freedom of the F-ratios obtained in each analysis were around 3 and 180 (sometimes the latter, associated with
Mserror, was slightly less in case of missing data). ‘Sig *’ = ‘significant at 5%-level’; ‘Homogenous sets’ are sets of levels of the
factor ‘system’ which do not differ at the 5%-level. Apart from scale ‘speaking rate’, all scale values were transformed in such a
way that a high score represents a positive score.



General quality

System Weather Email Total

PSOLA1 3.22 3.09 3.16

LPC1 2.40 1.95 2.20

MBROLA1 3.00 3.05 3.03

MBROLA2 3.12 3.17 3.14

Table 2: Mean scores obtained on the scale ‘general quality’.
The bottom row contains the averages pooled over ‘texts’,
weighted by number of scores obtained. The number of
observations in each cell differed slightly, due to occasional
missing data; the averages for the different text conditions were
based on 20 to 25 observations.

As can be seen, the general pattern holds by and large for the
different text types as well, although there are small differences:
weather forecasts are handled best by PSOLA1 with MBROLA2
a close follower, for e-mail messages it is the other way around;
however, most likely  the differerences for PSOLA1,
MBROLA1 and MBROLA2 will be statistically significant for
neither text type.

Table 3 contains the frequencies with which each of the four
systems was preferred over the other three in a binary forced
choice test. We present these scores for the two texts - wheather
forecast and E-mail-text - separately.

Frequency of preference

System Weather Email Total

PSOLA1 39 29 68

LPC1 6 6 12

MBROLA1 27 25 52

MBROLA2 24 36 60

 Table 3: Frequencies with which each of the four synthesis-
systems involved was preferred to the others in a binary forced
choice test.

The results displayed in Table 3 show a higher overall
preference score for system PSOLA1 (68 percent points); for the
weather text the difference with its nearest competitor
(MBROLA2) was 15 percent points, whereas in the email
reading MBROLA2 outperformed PSOLA1 by 7 percent points.

Table 4 contains the results of the Intelligibility test. An
utterance was counted correct if all words in the utterance were
transliterated correctly. As can be seen, LPC1 performed best in
this task, both when intelligibility score is computed by
sentences and by words. PSOLA1 scores next best; MBROLA1
and MBROLA2 close the row. The differences are smaller when
computed by words than when computed by utterance. Only two
differences between the pooled intelligibility scores were

statistically significant at the 5% level: the percentages ‘words
correct’ between LPC1 on the one hand and MBROLA1 and
MBROLA2 on the other (z=1.67 and 2.10, respectively). There
are rather large differences between subjects for all systems,
especially for MBROLA2. A number of factors may have
caused these differences between subjects, among others
language background and hearing sensitivity. We will not
further pursue these differences between subjects.

Intelligibility  scoreSystem

Percentage
utterances

correct

Percentage
words correct

Subject range
for percentage
words correct

LPC1 40 84 78-91

PSOLA1 37 79 63-89

MBROLA1 29 77 71-85

MBROLA2 27 75 40-89

Table 4: Intelligibility scores in percentages for Semantically
Unpredictable Sentences. Column 2: Percentage utterances
correct; an utterance was counted correct if all words in the
utterance were written down correctly. Column 3: Percentage
words correct; this score is calculated both over content and
function words. Column 4: Range of intelligibility scores for
individual subjects

4. DISCUSSION

The first point to be discussed is that Intelligibility and
Acceptability are not strongly correlated: while the Intelligibility
scores were highest for LPC1, this system scored lowest for
General Quality and the other subjective judgment scales, as
well as in the Preference test. This confirms that last year’s
finding was not accidental. Two sets of factors may account for
this finding. In the first place, LPC1 scored lowest on the scales
intending to measure voice pleasantness, and this factor does not
necessarily affect intelligibility, since it would relate to the
esthetic or cosmetic dimension of speech. In the second place,
judgments of speaking rate showed that LPC1 was judged
slower than the other systems, and in fact slower than optimal. A
relatively slow speaking rate has the effect of creating more time
for the listeners to process the incoming speech, so that one
might expect that systems with relatively slow speaking rates
would for that reason show better intelligibility, to the extent
that it might compensate for lower ease of comprehension and
poorer pronunciation. This factor would relate to the functional
dimension of speech.

A second point of interest is that the subjective judgments of
speaking rate reflected objective differences in speaking rate
between systems. The interesting point is that speaking rate for
LPC1 was considered slower than optimal and that speaking rate
for PSOLA1 and MBROLA2 was considered close to optimal
(i.e., the middle of the scale), even though these latter systems
scored lower than LPC1 on Intelligibility. Given the fact that



LPC1 scored lowest with respect to ease of comprehension and
pronounciation, it seems fair to suggest that the high
Intelligibility score for LPC1 was at least to some extent due to
the fact that the low speaking rate enabled listeners to
compensate for shortcomings with respect to ease of
comprehension and pronounciation. In combination, these
observations suggest that listeners do not judge speaking rate to
be optimal when they can understand what is being said, and
when the speech keeps pace with their ability to process the
incoming speech; rather, it appears that listeners have some
independent idea of what counts as an acceptable speaking rate.

Thirdly, if we set a criterion that, in order for speech synthesis to
be a viable alternative to word or phrase concatenation for
applications for the general audience, their subjective
acceptability should be at least 3 on a five-point scale, we can
make the following observations:

• General quality is satisfactory for PSOLA1, MBROLA1
and MBROLA2.

• Ease of comprehension and acceptability of pronounciation
are satisfactory for all four systems.

• Pleasantness scores are satisfactory for two systems:
PSOLA1 and MBROLA2.

• Naturalness of the speaker scores low. No systems reaches
the criterion value of 3.

The latter observation shows that no synthetic voice comes
anything near a natural voice. Whether this is something to be
aimed at at all, or whether synthetic voices should be easy to
recognize as such is a matter of debate, and both the esthetic and
functional dimension enter into the debate. Certainly, one can
think of applications where synthetic voices mix with natural
voices, and where users will get confused if the synthetic voice
is too natural. On the other hand, if listeners’ processing
strategies are optimally tuned to natural voices, deviations from
the natural voice will impede processing. It remains to be
determined, however, whether all aspects of synthetic voices
play an equally important role in this respect.

Although no system reaches the criterion value with respect to
naturalness of the voice, three of the four systems reach the
criterion value with respect to general quality. Thus, one might
say that those three systems are judged to be acceptable for
applications involving the general public by our panel.

One might ask, however, what a Mean Opinion Score of ‘3’
really tells us; i.e., what is the value of such a criterion value
without anchoring. The normal way of anchoring is to include a
condition representing natural speech as the ideal version of
synthetic speech. The availability of such a condition allows one
to assess how far one is still removed from the ideal version, and
– more importantly – to assess improvements over time, since
the ideal version remains constant and can be used to anchor the
subjective judgments. The disadvantage of using natural speech
to anchor the experiment is that it often results in
dichotomisation: the – often – subtle differences between real
systems melt away in the comparison with the ideal. This can be
circumvented by including preference judgments, but then one
loses the information from the subjective scaling judgments.
And preference judgments pose their own problem given the
multidimensionality of the comparison space. Ideally, one would

need a criterion condition for which there is agreement that it
represents acceptable speech synthesis, both with respect to
acceptability in a number of respects and with respect to
intelligibility. However, currently no such generally agreed
standard is available.

There is a way to anchor the current results in some way,
however, for the current evaluation. It may be remembered that
the LPC1 system was unchanged from last year (when it was
called D2), so that we may compare the results concerning the
acceptability and intelligibility for last year and this year.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1997 2.42 3.00 3.39 2.74 3.00 3.09 2.26 2.35 2.43 3.22 3.22

1998 2.20 3.05 3.20 2.50 2.94 3.45 2.14 1.77 2.12 3.26 3.43

Table 5: Comparison of results for subjective judgments on 11
scales for LPC1 in the 1997 and 1998 evaluations (only for
scales which were included in this year’s contest).

As can be seen, the results compare quite well, so that we might
use LPC1 as a standard. Therefore, it might be interesting to
make a further comparison between the results of last year and
those of the current evaluation. It may be remembered that
PSOLA1 constitutes an improved version of a system that was
also included in last year’s evaluation, and was identified by the
code D1. Table 6 contains the relevant comparisons.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

D1 2.73 3.15 3.65 2.91 3.09 3.18 2.91 2.42 2.70 3.60 3.70

PSO
LA1

3.16 3.78 3.70 3.24 3.46 2.87 3.27 2.94 3.23 3.62 3.81

Table 6: Comparison of results for subjective judgments on 11
scales for D1 (1997) and PSOLA1 (1998) (only for scales which
were included in this year’s contest).

As can be seen, PSOLA1 scores higher on all scales except for
scale 6, which represents speaking rate, which was judged
slightly slower than optimal for D1, and slightly faster than
optimal for PSOLA1. This is curious, since the speaking rate for
PSOLA1 was in fact slowed down slightly compared to that for
D1. The distance from the theoretical optimum represented by
the middle of the scale remains approximately equal. In sum,
one might conclude that PSOLA1 indeed constitutes a
substantial improvement to D1. Since D1 was judged to be most
acceptable last year, and since PSOLA1 and MBROLA2 in the
current contest are appoximately equal, one may conclude that
considerable progress has been made last year concerning Dutch
text-to-speech synthesis. At the same time, it is clear that much
work remains to be done.

A final point to be raised concerns the configurability of
systems. Most systems are provided with interfaces which allow
the user to manipulate certain aspects of the system as desired,
e.g. pitch range and speaking rate. For users which are not
interested in doing so, default values are provided by the
1.developers which represent values judged optimal by the



developers for that particular system. As a result, the systems
differ with respect to features such as speaking rate, which have
been found to have a profound effect on the results.  The
question is now whether the speech materials for evaluation
experiments should be produced using the parameter settings
provided by the developers, or whether the speech materials for
different systems should have constant properties in these
respects. An answer to this question seems to be dependent on
the perspective that is being taken. For the developers, who are
primarily interested in glass box evaluations, it is most
illuminating to compare the performance of systems which are
similar in relevant respects. On the other hand, the buyers, who
are primarily interested in black box evaluations, will assume
that each developer chose the parameter setting under which his
system performs optimally. The current study was conducted to
provide potential buyers with information about the relative
performance of different systems, so that applying the default
parameter settings provided by the developers was defensible.
An attractive but cost-intensive alternative might be to test
different systems under a range of different parameter settings,
in order to determine which system performs best overall, and
which set of parameter settings would give the best result.

5. CONCLUSION

In the current study four TTS systems for Dutch were compared
with respect to intelligibility and acceptability. Of course, the
choice between systems is based on other aspects besides speech
quality, such as CPU- and memory use, but these were left out
of consideration in the current evaluation. It was found that the
system giving best intelligibility performed worst in the
acceptability tests, where acceptability was tested both with
five-point semantic scales and with a two-alternative forced
choice preference test. Remarkably, the system giving highest
intelligibility was the only one which scored below the criterion
value of 3 for general quality in the subjective rating test, and
also scored lowest in the preference test. This shows that
subjective acceptability is not a simple consequence of
intelligibility, and in accounting for these results we made a
distinction between the esthetic and functional dimensions of
synthetic speech.

In comparing the results of the current study with those of an
evaluation study conducted in 1997, it appeared fair to conclude
that at least two systems are available for Dutch which
constitute a substantial improvement over last year’s state of the
art, although it is evident from the results that many aspects are
still in need of improvement.
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APPENDIX

Translations of the Dutch texts used in the experiments.

Weather forecast
Short: Weather forecast until Monday. Heavy clouds
and some showers. From Saturday also showers. Noon
temperature about 14 degrees Celsius.
Long: Gray, gloomy and wet. Only Saturday, the sun
will get a chance to expose herself. Until then, it will
be gray, gloomy and wet. The rain and drizzle come
with several depressions. They will come to a stop
above the Netherlands and will remain there. Only
when the wind becomes stronger (on Saturday), the
clouds will move away. A positive point these days, is
the temperature. While 10 degrees Celsius is a normal
temperature this time of year, the thermometers will
stay at 14 degrees. Also the nights, with 7 degrees,
will be mild.

E-mail
Short: Hello John. Charles asked me about the status
of the hours for the experiment and whether the matter
cannot wait; project plan and that kind of stuff. He
will call you. I will hear the status then from you or
Charles. Regards and see you soon.
Long: Hello, Is there more news already? At the
moment I am writing a plan and assigning the people
for the rest of the year. It would be convenient if I can
estimate how much time you can spend. Could you
inform me about that a.s.a.p. I am at the office tonight
until late, so please phone. By the way, Peter tells me
the budgets have already been assigned. I will have to
talk about that with Mary Mast. The meeting group
has reacted positively to the propasals. Regards.


